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THE AMATEUR IN ORNITHOLOGY 
Harold F. Mayfield

No branch of biology has felt the hand of the amateur like ornithology. 
Other branches have had amateur participation, but always more limited 
in scope. In botany interest has centered mainly on wildflowers, in 
entomology on butterflies and moths, and in malocology on shells, while 
in ornithology the influence has been pervasive,

From ancient times inquiring minds have found birds attractive subjects 
for study. Beyond all other creatures on earth, birds capture the eye 
with bright cplors, the ear with musió, and the imagination with the 
power of flight. Unlike many mammals and other forms of life, most of 
them are active in daylight in places where they can be seen and studied 
easily. For these reasons scholars long ago labeled ornithology the 
"scientia amabilis," Professional ornithologists usually have been cap- 
tivated by birds long before they thought of themselves as biologists, 
and in this respect they differ from many of their colleagues, few of 
whom, for example, ceime to Science through their love of fruit flies or ' 
rats.

Until the first quarter of this century,ornithology was mainly the pro- 
vince of amateurs in America as well as in Europe. Before the invention 
of prism binoculars near the beginning of the century, most field ob- 
servation took place down the barrel of a shotgun. Not surprisingly, 
sport hunters and taxidermista were prominent among those people with 
more than a casual interest in birds. Physicians calling on patients in 
horse-and-buggy days, with a gun under the seat and dissecting instru
menta at hand, were well-situated to collect and preserve specimens. 
Clergymen and teachers, as the resident scholars in many communities, 
became also the bird experta. The Wilson Ornithological Society sprang 
from correspondence among teen-age egg collectors, and even the great 
professionals like Ridgway and Chapman often had no university training 
ir. biology.

In modern times the number of professionals, along with employment op- 
portunities for them, has grown enormously, and the number of amateurs 
has fully kept pace. The literatura has expanded accordingly and has 
reflectad a widening spectrum of interests, from the superficial to the 
profound, loosely identified with "ornithology." To some professionals 
this brings a measure of embarrassment, lumping them with company they 
would prefer to disavow. Fieldwork is fun, and the public is not always 
able to distinguish what is purely recreational. In some quarters James 
D. Watson was dismissed lightly as a mere bird watcher before the elu- 
cldation of the double helix brought him the Nobel Prize in 1962. In 
the peck order of h\mian society, indoor workers often look down on out- 
door workers, and indeed, from the vantage point of controlled conditions 
in the laboratory, the outside world is deplorably untidy. Very recent- 
ly "natural history" seemed headed for oblivion until restored to re- 
spectability in the ñame of ecology.

Although the scientist and the bird watcher may be hard to distinguish



from a distance, the importance of ornithology to biology can no longer 
be guestioned. Birds are the best studied class of vertebrates, and 
ornithology has led in many of the advances of biology. Observation of 
birds helped Darwin put the pieces together in arriving at the concept 
of evolution, and many recent refinements in evolutionary theoiy have 
coma out of field studies of birds. Widespread recognition of the im
portance of ornithology carne in 1973 when Konrad Lorenz and Niko Tin- 
bergcn shared a Nobel Prize for their pioneering role in the new dis
cipline of ethology. It was no accident that the first Recovery Plans 
submitted under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 dealt with birds.
And nov a public far beyond the scientific community has become alerted 
to the significance of birds as indicators of the guality of the human 
environment. May I suggest that much of the vigor of ornithology has 
come from the amateur infusión?

The forcé of the amateur component is expressed in many ways. Most ob- 
vious is the financiad support to institutions, scientific societies, 
and their pubi.ications. Notable especially in times of crisis is their 
function in educating the public and the legislatures on such issues as 
conservation and the teaching of biology.

Althoiigh research in this field as in all others is steadily becoming 
sophisticated, amateurs continué to make major contributions to the ad- 
vancement of knowledge. The Brewster Memorial Award for the "most im- 
portant recent work on the birds of the Western Hemisphere" has been 
conferred U5 times beginning in 1921,^and on one-fourth of those oc- 
casions it has gone to people not earning a livelihood as biologists. 
Although the last guarter of a century has brought a vast increase in 
the number of professionals and conseguently a relative decline in the 
prominence of amateurs, Kenneth C. Parkes has calcúlate! that 12^ of 
the papers in the four leading American ornithological journals in 1975 
were written by people not employed in biology (in J. R. King and W. J. 
Bock 1 9 7 8 , Workshop on a National Plan for Ornithology, Final Report, 
Panel on the Role of Ornithological Societies and the Amateur, Appendix 
vi). The size of this amateur element and the eagerness of its members 
are revealed in answers to a guestionnaire addressed to "avian biolo
gists" nationwide. In their responsos k Q % identified themselves as am
ateurs, and 9 0^ of these expressed an interest in participating in re
search (King and Bock op. cit., p. 8).

In research the amateur brings to ornithology additional richness through 
diversity. Not seeking government grants ñor academic status, the am
ateur is free to tread the byways of inguiry, without pressure for im- 
mediate results or conformity to current themes. In ornithology impor- 
tant problems are still accessible to the individual using his own re- 
sources. Discoveries are still possible without profound knowledge or 
elabórate eguipment. The very complexity of biology has left unsolved 
mysteries within reach of any imaginativa person. Compare, for example, 
mathematlcs, where basic simplicity and clarity has allowed centurias 
of progress to be piled layar on layar until the structure is so elab
órate that mere comprehension of relevant guestions is beyond the novice. 
or atomic physics and astronomy, where the eguipment is so far beyond 
the reach of the individual that even the largest of institutions ac- 
guire it only through consortla.

Although solid work is performed by some amateurs on their own, the full
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potential of the whole group will not be developed without professlonal 
collaboration, Thls wlll become more important in the future as in- 
creasing speciallzation and depth threatens to move the frontiers away 
from the avocational ornithologist. In field observations many amateurs 
have skill few professionals can match, and their forte is the gather- 
ing of data, but the full valué of their work will not be realized with- 
out professional assistance to see the facts within the larger conceptual 
framework of biology. Thus, the professlonal touch Is often vital in 
pinpointing the Information needed, planning the studies, and analyzing 
the results.

Some aspects of ornithology would seem to depend on amateur assistance 
Indefinitely. It is difflcult to imagine large-scale Investlgations of 
populations, migration, or reproductivo success without the help of vol- 
unteers, The annual Christmas bird counts of the National Audubon So- 
ciety have 30,000 people taking part and paylng for the privilege. Se- 
lected volunteers work nearly 2,000 routes for the Breeding Bird Sur- 
veys coordinated by Chandler S. Robblns of the U.S. Fish and Wildllfe 
Service. The greatest data bank on avian reproductiva success in Amer
ica is accumulating at the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology mainly 
through the work of amateurs. These are some of the more conspicuous 
American examples, but the potential of amateur mobilization has been 
demonstrated best by the Brltlsh Trust for Ornithology, whose projects 
already have included preparation of an atlas of breeding blrds, co- 
ordination of all bird banding in the co\antry, special censuses of farm- 
lands and estuarios, and the accumulatlon of vast amounts of nesting 
data.

Perhaps the most important contribution of the amateur, and assuredly 
One that will not dwindle in the years ahead, is the nurture of young 
scientists. Nearly every scientlflc career in ornithology has been 
strongly influenced by early association with an enthusiastlc amateur. 
Blrds catch the imaglnation of the susceptible child and then the spark 
is fanned by an adult hobbyist. In each locality amateurs usually lead 
the bird hikes, prepare the check-lists, organize the bird clubs, and 
write for the newspapers. Not all of them contribute to the scientlflc 
literature but nearly all of them read some of It. A case in point is 
a small-town biology teacher who proudly counts among her former students 
five Ph.D.'s in biology, includlng at least two fellows of the American 
Ornithologists' Union.

The opportunlty represente! by amateurs was the subject of discussion in 
February 1978 when about 30 Invited people met at Ithaca, New York, 
under the auspices of the National Audubon Soclety and the Cornell Lab
oratory of Ornithology. These people were unanimous in believlng this 
was a great and growing resource that had scarcely been tapped for its 
potential valué. Although a few amateurs carry out independent research 
of professional caliber, everyone agreed that most of this energy and 
enthusiasm could be harnessed and enhanced only with professional lead- 
ership.

A similar view was supported and amplified by the Workshop on a National 
Plan for Ornithology reporting to the National Science Foundation and 
the American Ornithologists' Union in March 1978 (King and Bock op. 
cit.). This group urged that the professional societles become prime
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movers in ralslng the particlpatlon of amateurs, local bird clubs, and 
nature centers. The recoimnendations pressed for new initiatlves, with 
attention to better Communications, training, and cooperative projects.
To move in this direction, leaders of the ornithological societies in 
editing their Journals and planning their meetings should give more 
thought to the breadth of the audience and accordingly direct a proper 
share of Communications to the interested layperson. This calis for 
selecting a balanced fare and minimizing jargon and obscurity in presen- 
tations. All of this will require special effort in the face of forces 
pushing in the opposite direction.

In ornithology a symbiotic relationship has existed between the amateur 
and professional. Societies in the field, increasingly dominated by 
professionals, should recognize in the eunateur segment a beneficia! 
forcé. To preserve a fruitful relationship, they must continué to serve 
this portion of their constituency also. No other branch of Science has 
this rich resource.

In arguing that ornithology is fortúnate never to have drawn a clear 
line between the amateur and professional, I draw support from the view 
of Science expressed by Jacob Bronowski in "A Sense of the Future" (1977, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, MIT Press, p. í*): "Let no one tell you again
that Science is only for specialists; it is not. It is no different from 
history or good talk or reading a novel; some people do it better and 
some worse; some make a life's work of it; but it is within the reach 
of everybody."
Reprinted with permission from The Auk, 9 6 , 1 {1 6 8 -I7 1 ).

WHERE TO FIND BIRDS IN EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS

Compiled, revised, and edited by Leif J. Robinson and Robert H. Stymeist. 
Published by Bird Observen of Eastem Massachusetts, 1978.

If you haven't already purchased a copy of this new site guide, you're 
missing the action! This anthology of bird-finding articles from the 
first six years of Bird Observen focuses on 28 birding aneas, all de- 
scribed by local experts. In addition, there are special reports on 
where to see pelagics from land and where to view hawk flights. To get 
you to all the sites, each article is accompanied by a detailed map.

Read what others say about Where to find Birds in Eastem Massachusetts:

"No wasted words, very little duplication of statement, precise, straight- 
forward and informative ... Get it." Susan Roney Drennan, Associate 
Editor, American Birds.
"The book filis a long-felt need and is indispensable for local birders, 
both experts and beginners." Ray Murphy, Boston Sunday Globe.

Get your copy nowl Use the handy orden blank in this issue.
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